A new idea was proposed to find out the stability and root location of multi-dimensional linear time invariant discrete system (LTIDS) for real coefficient polynomials. For determining stability the sign criterion is synthesized from the Jury's method for stability which is derived from the characteristic polynomial coefficients of the discrete system. The number of roots lying inside or outside the unit circle and hence on the unit circle is directly determined from the proposed single modified Jury tabulation and the sign criterion. The proposed scheme is simple and the examples are given to bring out the merits of the proposed scheme which is also applicable for the singular and non-singular cases.
Introduction
In the last year, a big amount of research was dedicated to develop technique for the multidimensional system to work the solutions of several physical problems and special emphasis has been placed on the output feedback stabilization problem and the multidimensional stability problem. The multidimensional linear system plays an important role in control theory and circuit and system theory and arises in many fields such as digital filters,
Proposed Method
In the more general case of here m-dimensional [19] linear discrete system with a rational transfer function ( ) ( ) ( )
, ,
The corresponding stability criterion is;
( ) 1 , , 0 when 1, 1, ,
The direct implementation of (2) engenders extraordinary computation and storage requirements, and the following conditions were proven to be equivalent to (2) ( ) 
The Equation (3) have been highly useful as criteria for the stability of multi-dimensional [21] filters. In above example method used for to check the necessary conditions consumes more arithmetic operations which can be replaced by proposed simple necessary and sufficient conditions in this paper.
Consider the following general multi-dimensional [24] characteristics equation. 1  2  0  1  2  3  1  1  2  3  1 , , , , , , , , , 0
The variables Z in equation (4) can be formulated as equation (5) by taking the inverse of variable-Z [20] to find the equivalent one dimensional characteristics equations from the given multi-dimensional characteristics polynomial. 1   0  1  1  2  1  2  3  1  2  3  1   1 1  1  1 1 1  1  1 1 1  1  1  , , , , ,
After simplification the above equation becomes
Thus the
f Z = can be used to check the aperiodic stability of the give multi-dimensional system.
Stability Criterion of Real Polynomial
The n th degree characteristic of a LTIDS can be represented as
, where i a is real coefficient and 0 n a > .
The condition for stability of LTIDS is that, all the roots system characteristics equation
( )
f Z should lie within the unit circle or in other words 1 z < . To infer this situation the necessary conditions for the roots of ( ) 0 f Z = to lie inside the unit circle are written from (Jury, 1964) 
The process of calculating the each row elements ( ) ∂ indicates the instability of the system. In order to find the root distribution of such unstable systems. The same series considered to be exposed to the proposed sign criterion which is explication in the subsequent session.
Proposed Criterions for Root Locations
To determine the number of roots a new common sign strategy is proposed which concerns the sign series of i ∂ . The Sign criterion is always applied only from the proposed table formation methodology is applied.
Proposed Sign Criterion for Outside Unit Circle Roots
Proposed sign criterion to obtain the number of OUC roots is "Number of odd numbered positive signs added with the Following negative signs in the i ∂ sign series".
Proposed Sign Criterion for Inside Unit Circle Roots
The above mentioned sign criterion can be used to find IUC roots but after two sign change in i ∂ series. Change the sign of first elements of i ∂ series & the i ∂ elements which is immediately following the "all zero row" (If exits). Thus it forms a new i ∂ sign series. Proposed sign criterion to obtain the number of IUC roots is "number of odd numbered positive signs added with their following negative signs in the i ∂ sign series after specific sign change".
Root Distribution of Real Polynomial
Various cases of discrete system are taken into account to experiment the proposed sign criterion. It is always desirable to determine the root distribution in more direct manner. Hence nevertheless the reliability of the proposed Criterion of OUC and IUC roots in all the cases, in this paper only one sign criterion (either OUC or IUC) is attempted to Explore to entire root distributions expect the case "All zero row-Asymmetric coefficients polynomial" which is discussed in section.
The special cases are: 1) Non singular, 2) Singular, a) Single element zero, b) "All zero row", 1) Immediate "all zero row" (or) symmetric coefficient polynomial, 2) Mediate "all zero row".
Non-Singular Case
Non-singular (regular) case doesn't encounter any zero elements during table formation and hence the system is not having any zero on the unit circle.
Step1: Find the OUC roots using the criterion stated in the section.
Step2: IUC roots = n-OUC roots.
Singular Case
A singular case generally is encountering zero elements (either single zero or all elements zero of a row) during the development of the table
Single Zero Element in a Row
A single zero anywhere in an array will not affect the continuance of table formation in the proposed criterion. Any "Zero i ∂ " should be neglected during the sign count (Rao, 1976) and also for the sign change. Hence the procedure to Find root distribution of single zero element case is similar to that of non-singular case. If the last row (single element Row) 0 l is zero then it is consider as "all zero row" case which is elaborated below.
All Zero Row
If the tabulation encounters any "all zero row" then there is a possibility of roots lying on the unit circle. Hence the Three types of root distributions OUC, IUC and on the circle are determined. An "all zero row" occurs any-where in the 
Immediate All Zero Row (or) Symmetric Coefficient Polynomial
In the case of real polynomials, if the coefficients are symmetric then the all zero will appear immediately in the third row itself during the table construction. The polynomial coefficients exhibit symmetry with respect to their midpoint i.e.) n i a i a − = , where 0,1, 2, , . i n =  the all zero is replaced by the derivative coefficients of previous odd row. Even through the proposed IUC & OUC sign criterions are compatible, determined of OUC roots alone is enough to discover the entire root distributions of the polynomial. It is grounded on the important observation stated below. Observation: in case of symmetric coefficients polynomials (or) immediate "all zero row" case, the number of roots lying outside the unit circle is always equivalent to the number of roots lying inside the unit circle.
Step 1: Find the OUC roots using the criterion stated in the section of sign criterion for OUC roots.
Step 2: IUC roots = OUC roots.
Step 3: Number of roots lying on the unit circle = n − 2 (OUC roots).
Mediate Zero Row
It is essential to find OUC and IUC roots separately using the proposed criterion.
Step 1: Find the OUC roots using the criterion stated in the section of sign criterion for OUC roots
Step 2: Find the IUC roots using the criterion stated in the section of sign criterion for IUC roots.
Step 3: Number of roots lying on the unit circle = n − (OUC roots + IUC roots).
Illustrations Example 1: Stable [25]
Let ( ) Neglecting the zero in the i ∂ series, the OUC root is one. The remaining one root is inside the unit circle.
Example 3: Unstable [24]
Let ( ) 2  2  2 2  2 2  1  3  1 2  2 3  1 2  3 1  1 3  2 3 1 2 A zero in the array did not affect the continuance of the table formation. From the above illustration, it is found that the sufficient conditions are not satisfied and the system is unstable, hence there is at least one root outside the unit circle. From sign criterion OUC roots are two and hence IUC roots are two.
Example 4: Mediate all zero row [25] Let ( ) 
In the above illustrations, because of the all zero row there may be the existence of roots lying on the unit circle. Therefore all the root distributions are examined. From the proposed sign criterion, OUC root is one, IUC roots are two and hence roots lying on the unit circle are two.
Example 6: Immediate all zero row [22] ( ) In the above problem, the polynomial has symmetric co-efficient and hence the "all zero array' arises immediately in the third row. For symmetric co-efficient polynomial, IUC roots and OUC roots count are the same. Therefore number of roots lying outside the unit circle is two, inside the unit circle is two, on the unit circle is zero.
Conclusion
From the preceding illustrative examples it is easily absorbed that the proposed schemes for stability investigation are direct and straight forward. The procedure to find the root distribution of the unstable system emulates the Jury table formation. The criterion which is based on the sign of specific elements of the tabulation gives the number of roots lying inside, outside and on the unit circle. The conception is exemplified for stable, unstable and singular problems in real cases that are dealt in the erstwhile works. Besides the integer growth in higher order system, calculation of this method is easier, division free and direct when compared to the existing methods of finding the root distribution, most of which are discussed in the literature review section.
